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Publisher’ In this best-offering textbook in psychiatry for over 40 years, the reader will find an
intensive discussion of both the behavioral sciences and clinical psychiatry.  Products
purchased from third party sellers are not guaranteed by the Publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. It has the
reputation of being an independent, accurate, reliable and objective compendium of new
occasions in the field of psychiatry. The new and thoroughly up to date 11th edition of Kaplan
and Sadock’An updated and expanded section on child psychiatry;s Take note:  The 11th
edition integrates all of the DSM-5 criteria and provides a detailed and comprehensive
overview of treatment methods for each known mental disorder. The 11th edition is defined
apart from any other reference you have and includes:DSM-5 diagnostic tables on every major
psychiatric disorder. now carries a guide to diagnosis and treatment of autism spectrum
disorder and additional disorders of childhood.Extensive usage of case studies and
illustrations to enhance the learning experience.The most current treatment options including
a description of most newly introduced psychotherapeutic techniques.A totally revised
section about neurocognitive disorders organized along the DSM-5 model.s Synopsis of
Psychiatry: Behavioral Sciences/Clinical Psychiatry is a complete overview of the entire field
of psychiatry for clinicians, residents, college students, and others who provide mental
healthcare.A psychopharmacology section organized according to mechanisms of action and
updated to include all of the new drugs including those in preparation.A fully searchable
eBook, bundled with the print. The Synopsis of Psychiatry provides been the leading clinical
psychiatric resource for psychiatrists both in america and around the world.s reference
list.This publication is included on the ANCC: American Nurses Credentialing Center’The Best-
Selling Reference in Psychiatry NOW UPDATED with DSM-5! Now in its 11th edition, the
tradition continues, both on the net and digital formats—from the authorities it is possible to
trust. Today with the print edition, enjoy the bundled interactive eBook edition, offering tablet,
smartphone, or online usage of:Complete content with enhanced navigationA powerful search
tool that pulls results from articles in the publication, your notes, and even the webCross-
linked pages, references, and more for easy navigationHighlighting device for much easier
reference of key articles throughout the textAbility to consider and talk about notes with
friends and colleaguesQuick reference tabbing to save your preferred content for future use
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  The only colored pictures are of different medicine pills and human brain imaging at the front
of the book. In the end, I trapped with Synopsis of Psychiatry. Head into most mental wellness
clinician's offices which sits on their publication shelf. My alma mater used the 10th edition of
the book through the entire entire plan. The DSM-5 update of all chapters is helpful for review.
Our professor tells us which pages to learn, which helps, otherwise you would NOT have
time.Introductory Textbook of Psychiatry, Sixth Edition, Hale's (2014)  Also has numerous
situations. The paperback version does come with a "free improved ebook. While Dark,
Gabbard, & Hale all offer something exclusive, this book by far supplies the most in-depth and
comprehensive summary of the field of psychiatry. This book can be priced similarly or
cheaper than the books observed above.Synopsis of Psychiatry for as long been the gold
regular of psychiatric textbooks.The downside to the book is that it's extremely heavy with
1400+ pages. The text is tiny and arranged into two columns per web page. Occasionally I find
it hard to adhere to the textual business on each page. That is likely not a reserve you will
examine cover to cover.A thorough, foundational reference text message for psychiatry   All of
those other book is dark, white, and pink. I got this for my neuro and behavioral technology
system program in med college, and I love it.Weighed against the books mentioned above,
Synopsis of Psychiatry provides more detailed historical information about each mental
disease and a much more thorough debate of child and adolescent psychiatry. This book,
weighed against others, also provides more info about theories of character and
psychopathology and it includes two chapters dedicated to the contributions of psychosocial
sciences and sociocultural sciences.For each mental disorder, this book does are the DSM 5
criteria, history, epidemiology, medical features, associated symptoms, differential diagnosis,
course, prognosis, and treatment plans. On the other hand, Gabbard's text offers a much more
detailed evaluation of treatment options for every individual disorder.In the end, this is an
excellent foundational and reference textbook. Pretty dry but a great reference text I'm a
psychiatry resident and bought this text to add to my academic library.Gabbard's Treatments
of Psychiatric Disorders. This is the best textbook for psychiatry I have ever read I actually am
a psychiatric nurse and students at one of the top schools for the PMHNP-DNP program. This
text book has been a study companion and reference for me since my residency days." I
would suggest using this or the Kindle edition and reading the reserve on your own tablet or
pc. This is the greatest textbook for psychiatry I've ever read, it really is extensive with
epidemiology and psychodynamic, biological and social elements/etiology for every
diagnosis and factors for both therapy and pharm treatment. I favored this version on the two-
quantity Kaplan and Sadock set as I was wishing that this would be more amenable to seated
and reading instead of using as a reference. I specifically liked that they included oft
overlooked contributory diagnostics like EEG adjustments (ex:slow wave common in a few
personality disorders) because really psychiatry should be holistic and analysis in psychiatry
May AND SHOULD be an exact science relying upon more than the DSM-5. (actions down off
of soapbox) Still one of the best psychiatry textbooks. It lends to a much more comfortable
reading encounter. I used this reserve in conjunction with the K/S review questions book to
get ready for board exams and use it often to read through to specific topics. This book has
everything in it pertaining to psychiatric conditions and the best treatment options. I"m still
exploring the new edition, so far I especially appreciate the update on genetics and
pharmacology, amongst others.I recently developed a psychiatry plan for a local university
and was selecting the foundational textbook. Actually no need to choose the APA DSM-5
publication separately, this reserve has all of the diagnostic categories in tables and



explanations of diagnostic requirements.The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of
Psychiatry, and Gabbard's (2014)  All in all, a very worthwhile purchase.Addendum: The buy
includes e_book access. Tried the e_book on my android tablet and find that there is no
highlighting function, no copy or printing function, no note function,no good text to speech
function etc. This is a keeper! Needs more functions such as those mentioned to be fully
useful. I am aware that more functions are offered for iOS and windows platform, android
needs function.I really liked being able to download the e_publication to my google android
tablet via the Inkling app from google play shop. It had been very easy to do and once
downloaded, no web connection is essential for reading. Arrived fast and well packaged~! The
downside is usually that Inkling download/reading is bound to two devices, hard if you are a
'multi-devicer' . Must have! Rented this book meant for my Psychopathology class and I
anticipate buying it out. This book alongside the DSM 5 are a must have if you are a clinician. It
describes each mental health disorder and contains pharmacological (with unwanted effects
and suggested age) and psychosocial interventions to treatment.! It is bulky, weighty, and
difficult to learn the tiny text message. The photos are great. This isn't quite true - it's still a
fairly dry read - but it provides excellent detail without heading overboard. I understood that
there was a whole lot I didn’t know about my practice. Necessary for learning advanced
practice mental health/illness This book opened my eyes. Eventually I'll probably invest in the
entire two-volume set, but for now this is an excellent addition to the psychiatry resident's
library. This reserve provides the evidence that everything we do has a purpose. Today, I am
able to share that purpose. This content is updated and a good tool to use in daily clinical
Necessary read~! I consider this feature a true plus, reminds me of kindle. The content is
updated and a good tool to use in daily clinical practice Synopsis? More like a full text! I can't
imagine purchasing the full version! I will note, that the additional books I mentioned
previously are also in grey scale and also have far fewer pictures throughout the text
message. I went about comparing this publication with Black's (2014)  As long as I stick to the
reading assignments, this is a great book. Do not purchase digital edition for Kindle! You will
see no time to read it and keep up with your course material. Psychiatry Great reference for
patient care Great book. The webpages usually do not match up and it is impossible to
navigate. Do not buy this digitally for Amazon Kindle gadget! It’s a great book. It covers a great
amount of information. Great book!! The book is very comprehensive. All it offers is basic
reserve reading, nothing at all else.PS: This publication is huge and large. Four Stars a
significant tome, but very interesting Five Stars Superb, detailed overview. Great reference
function and starting point for forensic work. I like it, however, in case you are assigned a
complete chapter, then don't bother, too long.! Had to buy this for a sociable work class.! A
must for anyone working in mental health. A complete waste of cash and I can't work out how
to come back it for a paperback. Very frustrated. Five Stars good resource Four Stars Very
good.
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